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Across

2. an antibiotic that is not absorbed from intestines but is administered orally
6. an allergy test performed on skin or blood
8. most reliable route for maintaining the airway (abbrv)
9. twice daily dosage
13. immune modulator that treats nephrotic syndrome
15. Watson and Crick
16. a meat dish that can harbor Shigella flexneri
17. anti rabies vaccine (abbrv)
18. club foot (abbrv)
20. auto antibody formed in systemic lupus erythematosus
22. a nuclear imaging technique that gives a 3D picture of function
23. reduced bone mineral density
25. exposure converts bilirubin to lumirubin
26. food item that causes caroteinaemia

Down

1. self dilatation of rectum in Hirschprung disease
3. BMI over 30
4. a transfusion transmitted viral infection
5. a measure of effectiveness of a Medication/ intervention in a clinical trial (abbrv)
7. organic salt that is a cause of urolithiasis
10. myocardial aberration of this fetal process leads to cardiomyopathy
11. an early weaning food
12. product that contains more than one vaccine
14. a rich source of vitamin A
15. consumptive coagulopathy
19. prominent feature in Rubinstein – Taybi syndrome
21. an opening (Latin)
22. opposite of trough in pharmacodynamics
24. transitional outpatient payment (abbrv)
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